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The most impossible job in the world: UN Secretary-General
Trygve Lie and the Cold War, 1946-1953


Ellen Jenny Ravndal, Department of Political Science, Lund University, ellen.ravndal@svet.lu.se

Abstract

The UN secretary-general today plays important roles in preventive diplomacy and as an advocate for global issues and is widely seen as the UN’s foremost diplomatic and political representative, yet the UN Charter describes him merely as ‘the chief administrative office of the Organization.’ How did it become possible for the UN secretary-general to play such an autonomous role in international politics? What was the contribution of the first UN secretary-general, Trygve Lie, to this development? How did the Cold War conflict impede or facilitate the development of the UN secretary-general’s political role? Most of the literature on the UN secretary-general largely overlooks the contributions made by Lie, but this paper argues that several precedents for the political role of the UN secretary-general were set in this earliest period of UN history. Lie actively sought to expand the powers of his office, and to establish the secretary-general as an important mediator and negotiator between the member states. This paper examines Lie’s consistent attempts to seek an end to the growing Cold War tensions between the great powers during his tenure in office, 1946-1953, and discusses what precedents were set by his actions.

Résumé

Introduction

Trygve Lie had barely held the office of UN secretary-general for a month, when Winston Churchill, Britain’s wartime prime minister, declared the descent of the ‘iron curtain’ from Fulton, Missouri, on 5 March 1946. The conflict between the United States and the Soviet Union and their respective allies – commonly known as the ‘Cold War’ – was to become the defining feature of international politics for the next four decades. The Security Council held its first meeting on 17 January 1946 and come February it was already embroiled in heated debates over the slow withdrawal of Soviet troops from Iran and the presence of British troops in Greece. In Lie’s own words; “The hard realities of world politics intruded. Like gusts of wind warning of future storms to come, they blew in the door of the new-built house of peace before the workmen had finished.” But what was the newly elected UN secretary-general to do in such a situation? How did the emerging superpower conflict impede or facilitate the development of the secretary-general’s political role?

The UN Charter describes the secretary-general merely as the “chief administrative officer of the Organization,” yet today he is widely regarded as the UN’s chief diplomatic and political officer. Within scholarship on the UN secretary-general a common observation is that the end of the Cold War opened new opportunities, allowing Boutros Boutros-Ghali and Kofi Annan to play more active roles than their Cold War predecessors, particularly in the area of norm entrepreneurship. Yet despite the constraints imposed by the Cold War, some UN scholars have also highlighted the way the Cold War paradoxically provided opportunities for the secretary-general, because it made Security Council agreement more

---

2 UN Charter, article 97.
elusive and allowed the secretary-general to balance the superpowers against each other.\(^5\) Although this literature recognises that the Cold War could be both constraining and empowering, few have undertaken in-depth studies of the mechanism behind this development.

This article explores how Lie, the UN’s first secretary-general, sought to deal with conflicts between the member states, and how his role’s scope and autonomy expanded as a result of it. In doing so the article challenges the dominant narrative within studies of the UN secretary-general that tends to focus on the important contribution of Dag Hammarskjöld, secretary-general from 1953 to 1961. Hammarskjöld is the object of numerous publications\(^6\) and is widely seen as the ‘model’ UN secretary-general. Kofi Annan said in a 2001 lecture that “there can be no better rule of thumb for a Secretary-General, as he approaches each new challenge or crisis, than to ask himself, ‘how would Hammarskjöld have handled this?’”\(^7\) In striking contrast to this, the orthodox view on Lie is that he “did not achieve any particularly notable political or diplomatic feats at the United Nations, nor at that time was he expected to do so,” and that his only noteworthy contribution was to ensure the construction of UN headquarters in Manhattan by some of the world’s top architects.\(^8\) This paper challenges this view and details how Lie must properly be recognised for his instrumental role in expanding


the scope and autonomy of the office of UN secretary-general and turning it into a central actor in international politics.

The article argues that Lie’s actions were largely shaped by the institutional position of the UN secretary-general. The secretary-general, more than any other actor within the UN, ‘represents’ the UN overall. He can be described as “a living symbol and embodiment of the United Nations,”⁹ and as “the bearer of a sacred trust, and ... the guardian of the principles of the Charter.”¹⁰ Therefore the secretary-general has a duty to protect and defend the organisation and its Charter. Lie’s actions as secretary-general are consistent with such a view of the secretary-general’s responsibilities and duties. The Cold War posed an existential threat to the United Nations. Not only was there a dire chance that the two sides might end up going to war against each other, but there was also an ever-present risk that one side (usually the Soviet Union) might decide to leave the organisation altogether, thus condemning it to irrelevance. The secretary-general sought as best he could to counter these dangers by mediating between the two sides and keeping UN activities going. In November 1947 Lie observed of the Cold War that: “My motto is still: Patience. My main task is to keep the machinery going. I should be content as long as I have Mr. Vyshinsky and Mr. Marshall sitting around the green table at Lake Success.”¹¹ For, after all, “as long as we sit and talk together, at least there’ll be no war.”¹²

This paper is divided into three sections. The first explores the formal institutional position of the UN secretary-general and Lie’s first attempts to gain recognition from the Security Council for the secretary-general’s position. The second and third parts examine Lie’s initiatives in relation to two high-profile episodes during the early Cold War – the
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⁹ Kent J. Kille, “Moral Authority and the UN Secretary-General's Ethical Framework,” in: Kent J. Kille (ed), The UN Secretary-General and Moral Authority: Ethics and Religion in International Leadership, Washington, DC, Georgetown University Press, 2007, p. 11.
¹¹ Norway, Oslo, the National Library (hereafter NLN), Brevs. 434, Lie to Falkberget, 30 Nov 1947.
¹² NLN, Brevs. 434, Lie to Falkberget, 8 Dec 1948.
Berlin blockade of 1948-49 and the outbreak of the Korean War in the summer of 1950 – and what these tell us about the secretary-general’s role. Lastly the conclusion offers an assessment of how Lie’s actions in relation to the Cold War contributed to an expansion of the UN secretary-general’s role.

**Setting the stage**

The office of UN secretary-general was a largely unprecedented innovation, although it shared some similarities with the office of the secretary-general of the League of Nations. Of particular importance in signifying the political potential of the new UN office was Article 99 of the UN Charter, which gave the secretary-general the right to “bring to the attention of the Security Council any matter which in his opinion may threaten the maintenance of international peace and security.”

The Preparatory Commission for the UN in its report of December 1945 noted that Article 99 had given the secretary-general “a quite special right which goes beyond any power previously accorded to the head of an international organization.” In the early years of the UN it was far from certain how this power would develop, but Lie was determined that the secretary-general should play a central role both within the UN system and in international politics more broadly, and wrote that his goal was to develop the office as “a force for peace.”

The first instance where Lie explored his rights and responsibilities under article 99 was in relation to the Security Council’s treatment of the Iranian complaint against the Soviet

---


14 UN Charter, article 99.


16 Lie, *In the Cause of Peace*, p. 42.
Union in 1946. In April, after Iran had withdrawn its complaint, Lie handed the Security Council a legal memorandum giving his opinion that the Council had no right to keep the item on its agenda. The Council disagreed with the legal opinion formulated in the memorandum, but nevertheless recognised that the secretary-general had the right to express his opinion to them in this way. The incident led the Security Council to amend its rules of procedure to acknowledge this, and the General Assembly and the Economic and Social Council soon followed suit to give the secretary-general the same unlimited right to present his opinions to them. With this the secretary-general had secured recognition for his right to take part in all discussions in the Security Council.

A few months later Lie would also secure recognition of the secretary-general’s independent right of investigation. Like the right to address the Council, the right of investigation is implied in article 99. If the secretary-general is to be in a position to bring matters affecting peace and security to the attention of the Security Council, he needs to be informed of what is going on in the world. This gives the secretary-general an independent right to ask questions and to form fact-finding committees. During the Council’s discussion of the situation in Greece in September 1946, just before a US proposal to send an investigative committee was about to be vetoed, Lie asked for the floor and told the Council:

Just a few words to make clear my own position as Secretary-General and the rights of this office under the Charter. Should the proposal of the United States representative not be carried, I hope that the Council will understand that the Secretary-General must reserve his right to make such enquiries or investigations as he may think necessary, in order to determine whether or not he should consider bringing any aspect of this matter to the attention of the Council under the provisions of the Charter.

Immediately the Soviet representative, Andrei Gromyko, expressed his support for Lie’s statement: “I think that Mr. Lie was right in raising the question of his rights. It seems to me

\[\text{17} \text{ Ibid., p. 79-88.}\] 


\[\text{19} \text{ Security Council Official Records (hereafter SCOR), 1st year, 70th mtg., 20 Sept 1946.}\]
that in this case, as in all other cases, the Secretary-General must act. I have no doubt that he will do so in accordance with the rights and powers of the Secretary-General as defined in the Charter of the United Nations."\textsuperscript{20} None of the other delegates present said anything against this interpretation, and Lie “had thus established a solid base in the record” for his investigative powers.\textsuperscript{21} Although Lie never sent a committee to Greece, the secretary-general’s services as an investigator would become very important over the coming decades.

**The Berlin Blockade, 1948-1949**

The Berlin Blockade was one instance where secretary-general Lie sought to mediate a high-stakes conflict between East and West. When the Soviet Union in June 1948 – ostensibly in response to the introduction of a new currency in the three western occupation zones of Germany – closed off all access to West Berlin, the most dangerous and tense Cold War crisis to date started. Gradually, the United States, Britain, and France built up an airlift in response to the blockade, but the situation remained tense and unresolved. Secretary-general Lie followed the situation closely from the start, but despite his interest in the question, Berlin would not formally become a UN concern until October 1948. Once it was on the agenda, however, at various stages over the next few months, not only the secretary-general, but also the president of the General Assembly, the president of the Security Council, and the non-permanent members of the Council (the ‘neutrals’) tried to negotiate an end to the Berlin blockade.

Negotiation between the four occupying states having brought no results, on 29 September the United States, Britain and France, claiming that the Berlin blockade constituted

\textsuperscript{20} SCOR, 1st year, 70th mtg., 20 Sept 1946.
a threat to peace and security, asked that the matter be put on the Security Council’s agenda.\(^{22}\)

The United States decided to forego its right to take the presidency of the Security Council for October, allowing the Argentine foreign minister, Juan Atilio Bramuglia, to take the presidency instead.\(^{23}\) Over Soviet protests, the Council voted to take up the Berlin question on 5 October.\(^{24}\) After a brief debate on 6 October, the process continued behind the scenes as Bramuglia and the group of six ‘neutrals’ started negotiations between the two sides.\(^{25}\) The group addressed questionnaires to the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet Union, and drafted a resolution which was introduced in the Council on 22 Oct.\(^{26}\) Throughout, the three Western states were kept well-informed of the progress of the neutrals by the Canadians, who also at one point stalled the resolution for a few days to allow the United States and Britain to reach a common position with France.\(^{27}\) Before the resolution was introduced in the Council, the three were also given the chance to suggest changes.\(^{28}\) It was therefore no great surprise that the United States, Britain and France, along with the six neutrals, voted in favour of the resolution on 25 October while the Soviet Union vetoed it, only supported by the Ukraine.\(^{29}\)

When the Security Council rejected Bramuglia’s suggested solution, Lie decided the time had come for him to take on a more active role in negotiating a solution to the Berlin blockade. As secretary-general he felt a duty to do everything he could to build bridges between the two sides in the Cold War, and in Berlin there was an obvious need for someone to take an initiative. “The result was as expected with the Berlin situation,” Lie wrote to his
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\(^{22}\) “Identical notification from the governments of the French Republic, the United States of America and the United Kingdom to the Secretary-General,” UN doc. S/1020, 29 Sept 1948.

\(^{23}\) Lie, *In the Cause of Peace*, 202.

\(^{24}\) *SCOR*, 3rd year, 362nd mtg., 5 Oct 1948.

\(^{25}\) The six ‘neutrals’ were the states on the Council that were not directly involved in Berlin: Argentina, Belgium, Canada, China, Colombia, and Syria.

\(^{26}\) *SCOR*, 3rd year, 370th mtg., 22 Oct 1948.


daughter, but he remained hopeful for a solution; “Sooner or later it will have to be solved, and as I have said many times before, I don’t think it will lead to a war … At the moment I’m in the middle of conversations … to see if I can do something useful.”

In an early example of the secretary-general’s use of special representatives, Lie suggested using Abraham Feller, his American legal adviser, and Arkady Sobolev, the Soviet assistant secretary-general in charge of Security Council affairs, to work out a suggestion on the currency issue with American and Soviet economic experts. The goal was to find an agreement which would allow the blockade to be lifted simultaneously with the introduction of the Soviet-supported mark in all sectors of Berlin.

The four received Lie’s engagement with caution, before ultimately rejecting the suggestion. Coincidentally, the United States had already considered the option of asking a third party, like the United Nations, to work out a solution of the currency issue, and Philip Jessup of the US delegation at first expressed cautious support for Lie’s plan. On the other hand, Andrey Vyshinsky, Soviet deputy foreign minister, initially greeted Lie’s suggestion negatively, but a few days later had obviously received different instructions from Moscow, and informed Lie that the Soviet Union now welcomed the secretary-general’s efforts to mediate. By this point, however, the United States had decided against Lie’s involvement, and the western states started to create obstacles for the secretary-general. Jessup insisted that Britain and France be brought into the conversations, and Lie duly informed their delegations. The French ambassador greeted Lie’s suggestion positively, while the British ambassador, “as I had feared,” wrote Lie, “reflected the Foreign Office’s traditional coolness

31 Norway, Oslo, the National Archives (hereafter NAN), PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie, Berlin note #1, 29 Oct 1948.
33 Ibid., Lie, Berlin note #1, 29 Oct 1948.
34 Ibid., Lie, Berlin note #3, 29 Oct 1948.
36 Ibid., Lie, Berlin note #5, 2 Nov 1948.
toward any independent United Nations initiative.”³⁷ Britain and the United States feared that Lie’s involvement could not be kept secret,³⁸ and were furthermore “anxious not to give the impression that they were running around looking for a settlement.”³⁹ Overall, the two Western allies were concerned not to be seen as consenting to ‘negotiation under duress,’⁴⁰ and wanted to leave all mediation to the Security Council and Bramuglia.⁴¹ They therefore rejected Lie’s offer of help.⁴² Thus the secretary-general’s proposal came to nothing, and when the New York Times learned of Lie’s search for a currency plan on 9 November,⁴³ Lie was forced to issue a press release denying that he was participating in negotiations on Berlin. The secretary-general claimed that, “as part of his duty to keep himself informed of all matters before the United Nations,” he had merely asked the Secretariat for a study of the currency issue.⁴⁴ Although Lie’s offer to negotiate was rejected, the four states never challenged his right to make such an offer. This episode therefore provide one more step in the process of expanding the secretary-general’s scope and autonomy to allow him an independent right to act as a mediator in international politics.

With the failure of his currency study proposal, secretary-general Lie adopted a new tactic – to issue a public appeal with the President of the General Assembly, Herbert Evatt of Australia. Evatt first learned of Lie’s activity in Berlin when the British Foreign Office, against Lie’s explicit request to keep the matter secret, informed all the Commonwealth countries of the secretary-general’s proposals.⁴⁵ At first Evatt was quite upset with Lie because he had been kept in the dark, but the secretary-general responded that he had every

³⁷ Lie, In the Cause of Peace, p. 211.
³⁸ NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie, Berlin note #5, 2 Nov 1948; United Kingdom, Kew Gardens, the National Archives (hereafter UKNA), FO 371/70520, FO telegram to Cadogan, 4 Nov 1948.
³⁹ UKNA, FO 371/70520, Cadogan to FO, 3 Nov 1948.
⁴⁰ Ibid., FO telegram to Cadogan, 4 Nov 1948. See also Harrington, Berlin on the Brink; Jessup, “Berlin Blockade.”
⁴¹ NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie, Berlin note #7, 10 Nov 1948.
⁴² Ibid., Lie, Berlin note #8, 11 Nov 1948.
⁴⁵ Lie, In the Cause of Peace, p. 212.
right to do this without telling anyone, and furthermore Berlin was a Security Council matter, not a General Assembly concern.\textsuperscript{46} However, neither Lie nor Evatt held a grudge for long, and within a few days they were talking of sending a joint appeal to the four states involved. Lie felt Evatt’s reasoning in support of the appeal was “quite good,” and told his wife that “as far as Evatt and I are concerned, that matter is now settled up most satisfactorily.”\textsuperscript{47} On 13 November 1948 the two UN officials sent a letter to the chairmen of the delegations of the United States, Britain, France, and the Soviet Union, requesting that the letter be forwarded to their chiefs of government, thus sidestepping the foreign offices and foreign ministers.\textsuperscript{48} The letter reminded the four states that they had all spoken out in favour of and voted for the General Assembly’s 3 November resolution which had asked them to “redouble their efforts ... to secure in the briefest possible time the final settlement of the war.”\textsuperscript{49} Evatt and Lie went on to observe that in their opinion the first priority was to solve the Berlin problem. They therefore urged the four governments to start “immediate conversations and [take] all other necessary steps toward the solution of the Berlin question, thus opening the way to a prompt resumption of negotiations for the conclusion of the remaining peace settlements.” They also encouraged the four states to “lend their full and active support” to Bramuglia’s mediation efforts, and declared themselves ready to offer further assistance as and when needed, specifically mentioning the example of Lie’s currency study.\textsuperscript{50}

With their statement the two UN officials unleashed a storm of criticism which neither of them had expected, yet several smaller states agreed with the sentiment behind the appeal. Lie and Evatt had taken care to distinguish between ‘immediate conversations’ and ‘resumption of negotiations’ to forestall expected criticism from the Western states, however,

\textsuperscript{46} NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie, Berlin note #7, 10 Nov 1948.
\textsuperscript{47} Ibid., Lie to Hjørdis and Mette, 10 Nov 1948.
\textsuperscript{48} Simultaneously Evatt also sent the appeal directly to the four heads of government. United States, New York, Columbia University, the Andrew W. Cordiew Collection (hereafter CCC), box 129, folder 7, Evatt telegrams to Truman, Attlee, Queuille, and Stalin, 13 Nov 1948.
\textsuperscript{49} General Assembly resolution 190 (III), 3 Nov 1948.
\textsuperscript{50} NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie and Evatt to Marshall, 13 Nov 1948.
these carefully chosen words were not enough for Britain and the United States. The American Secretary of State and his aides saw the Lie-Evatt initiative as “ill-advised and disturbing” because it seemed to apportion blame equally to the West and the Soviet Union,51 and attributed the appeal to “self-seeking”; Evatt had been eager for headlines and had “duped” Lie into signing the letter with him.52 The British reacted in similar ways. Lie wrote home that, “needless to say, the English were little pleased with this initiative and the British press has been rather sour – naturally at the bidding of the British Government.”53 The Norwegian delegation to the General Assembly reported back to Oslo that many delegations, especially the Western states, were “of the opinion that both the president and the secretary-general should have stuck to their tasks as respectively an elected representative and an official of the United Nations and avoid interfering in the delegations’ politics.”54 Indeed, the secretary-general had been in doubt about the wisdom and propriety in signing the appeal alongside the president of the Assembly. But Bramuglia, the Council president, had persuaded Lie to sign the letter, saying that in his opinion the secretary-general “stood beside the President of the General Assembly,” and furthermore the letter would be “a big help in his work in getting the Berlin crisis settled.”55 Bramuglia continued to support Lie and Evatt after the publication of the letter and defended them against criticism. The New York Times reported that the appeal “reflected the general feeling of many nations not directly involved in the Berlin dispute,” and that it had been “heartily endorsed” by Bramuglia “because it interprets the peaceful aspirations of the peoples of the world.”56 The Soviet Union likewise welcomed the suggestion of Lie and Evatt for renewed conversations about a postwar

52 Harrington, Berlin on the Brink, p. 200-01.
54 NAN, RA/S-2259/Dye/L10917, Dons to MFA, 15 Nov 1948.
55 NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie, Berlin note #9, 16 Nov 1948.
settlement, and said it shared the belief that “the solution of the Berlin question will have a positive effect on the settlement of other questions such as those of peace settlement for Germany, Austria and Japan.” Summing up the whole affair, Lie wrote in a letter:

On the surface the whole thing can look like a defeat for Evatt and me, but in reality our initiative means another step forward in that all parties have declared themselves willing to seek a solution to the Berlin crisis in the Security Council ... My purpose in signing together with Evatt was that we had to hoard as many glowing coals as possible on the heads of these statesmen in order to get them to understand that the world does not want war.

Although nothing much came of the Evatt-Lie appeal, it represents one example of the emerging alliance between the secretary-general and the peoples of the world, as evidenced in the widespread public support for the secretary-general’s letter. In this instance he served as ‘a spokesman for world interest,’ seeking to put pressure on states to negotiate an end to their conflicts in the interest of world peace.

Lie’s direct involvement with the Berlin negotiations ended in mid-November 1948, yet he was invited to send a representative to a currency committee formed by Bramuglia in late November. Bramuglia’s idea essentially combined his group of ‘neutrals’ with the secretary-general’s currency study, and established a committee of ‘technical experts’ to negotiate with the two sides and suggest a solution to the currency problems. The committee met in Geneva during the winter of 1948-49, but was unable to find a solution acceptable to both sides in the conflict. Thus ended the UN’s attempt to negotiate an end to the Berlin blockade. By this stage, however, the United States and the Soviet Union had started direct negotiations. Jessup and Yakov Malik held a number of secret informal meetings that eventually led to the lifting of the blockade in May 1949.

The deal ending the Berlin blockade was negotiated at the United Nations, but without the formal use of UN machinery or the involvement of UN representatives. Nevertheless, the
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57 CCC, box 129, folder 7, Vyshinsky to Evatt and Lie, 16 Nov 1948.
58 NAN, PA-1407/D/L0014, Lie to Hjordis and Mette, 19 Nov 1948.
Berlin blockade demonstrated the usefulness of the United Nations. First of all, the United Nations provided the forum where representatives of the two sides could meet and work out their differences. This was an early example of the value of the Security Council as a ‘concert’ between the great powers.\footnote{The value of the UN as a ‘concert’ is explored in detail by David L. Bosco, *Five to Rule Them All: The UN Security Council and the Making of the Modern World*, Oxford, Oxford University Press, 2009.} The Berlin blockade demonstrated “the value of proximity” of diplomatic staff being present in New York and regularly interacting with each other.\footnote{David L. Bosco, “Assessing the UN Security Council: A Concert Perspective,” *Global Governance*, 2014, 20, no. 4, p. 554.} Secondly, the earlier attempts by Lie, Bramuglia, Evatt, and the currency committee, all served to buy time and defuse tension, which allowed for a solution to be worked out. These UN efforts can be seen as “a necessary failure” which prepared the way for direct negotiations on a more realistic basis.\footnote{Harrington, *Berlin on the Brink*, p. 185.} In this case, therefore, the UN secretary-general, and others within the UN system, had helped in solving a dangerous Cold War problem.

**The outbreak of the Korean War, 1950**

During the Berlin blockade and other early Cold War crisis, secretary-general Lie had sought to play the role of impartial mediator between East and West, however, his stance would change when the Korean War broke out. Faced with what he saw as a clear case of North Korean aggression in direct contravention of the UN Charter, Lie perceived it to be his duty to strongly oppose the North Korean aggression and urge UN support for South Korea. The Korean issue had been on the UN agenda since 1947, and in early 1948 a UN commission supervised elections in the southern part of the country (the Soviet Union would not let them operate in the north) which led to the establishment of the government of the Republic of Korea. South Korea had thus been established as a result of UN involvement, and this was important when the Korean War broke out in June 1950.
Secretary-general Lie was first informed of the North Korean attack shortly before midnight (New York time) on 24 June 1950, when he received a phone call to his home from John D. Hickerson of the US delegation. According to Hickerson, Lie immediately responded: “My God, Jack, that’s against the Charter of the United Nations!” The secretary-general forthwith requested a report from the UN commission in Korea (UNCOK), and asked the Secretariat to prepare for an emergency Security Council meeting. Later at night he had further telephone conversations with the American delegation, which formally requested that he convene the Security Council. When the Council met in the afternoon on 25 June, the secretary-general spoke first, recounting the history of the UN’s activities in Korea, and stating that the reported military actions were:

[a direct violation of the resolution of the General Assembly … as well as a violation of the principles of the Charter. The present situation is a serious one and is a threat to international peace … I consider it the clear duty of the Security Council to take steps necessary to re-establish peace in that area.]

It was highly unusual for the secretary-general to speak first, and it was neither “necessary [n]or expected” in this situation. Although Lie later claimed to have decided during the night to invoke article 99, legal scholars argue that article 99 was not invoked because the United States had asked for a Council meeting to be called. This should not detract from the important role secretary-general Lie would play over the coming weeks to legitimate and coordinate the UN response in Korea.

One of the duties Lie saw for himself in the situation was to coordinate the UN response and serve as an “executive” of the Security Council’s decisions. To this end, already before the first Council meeting on 25 June, Lie met with Ernest Gross of the US...
delegation to formulate a plan for the meeting and discuss the statements they were each
going to make.69 In the interest of unity, Lie also claimed to have helped persuade the
Egyptian and Indian delegations, which both lacked instructions from their home
governments, to vote in favour of the US draft resolution.70 Over the next few days Lie
continued to urge member states to come to the aid of South Korea, and he took it upon
himself to send out telegrams asking member states to inform him of what help they could
give. Referring to the Council’s second resolution of 27 June71 Lie’s telegram asked all
governments, “in the event that your government is in a position to provide assistance ... if
you were to be so good as to provide me with an early reply as to type of assistance.” The
secretary-general would then submit the states’ replies to the Council and to the Korean
government.72

Lie sent the telegram in the interest of coordinating the UN’s response and to facilitate
the process of providing aid to South Korea. He may also have thought it more likely that
states would respond in the positive when the request came from the secretary-general rather
than one of the member states. Indeed some states later complained that Lie had overstepped
his authority and that they were embarrassed when they had to say no to the secretary-
general’s requests.73 The United States government was happy to have the secretary-general
send out the telegram because it thought “it was a good idea to use the United Nations
umbrella as much as possible,” but the State Department also “felt however that Lie should
function as no more than a post office.”74 Not content to serve merely as a ‘post office,’ Lie
continued to urge greater coordination of the Korean operation, and increased use of UN
machinery. He set about drafting a new Council resolution to give the United States formal

69 United States, New York, the Columbia Center for Oral History Collection, Reminiscences of Ernest A. Gross
70 Lie, In the Cause of Peace, p. 329.
72 Text reprinted in Foreign Relations of the United States 1950, VII, p. 221n.
73 Memorandum of conversation (Holmes, Ordonneau, Ross, Hyde), 18 July 1950, ibid., p. 416.
74 Memorandum of conversation (Ross, Hickerson), 28 June 1950, ibid., p. 221-222.
responsibility for directing the UN response; give the American commanded the right to use the UN flag; and to establish of a coordination committee (consisting of Australia, France, India, New Zealand, Norway, the United Kingdom, and the United States) which could receive all offers of aid, review them, and transmit the offers to the US government. Although the Council chose to adopt a similar resolution proposed by the United States, rather than establish the coordination committee proposed by Lie, no state challenged the secretary-general’s right to draft Security Council resolutions. The episode therefore served to further expand the scope of the secretary-general’s role and to assign him near-equal status with the members of the Council.

In addition to the interest in coordinating the UN response because of his executive responsibilities, Lie’s actions were motivated by his concern to protect and defend the UN Charter and for greater unity of the UN’s member states. As the above quote of Lie’s statement on 25 June revealed, the secretary-general saw the North Korean invasion as a clear breach of the UN Charter. He therefore chose to speak first at the Council meeting “because the response of the Security Council would be more certain and more in the spirit of the Organization as a whole were the Secretary-General to take the lead.” Lie’s understanding of his role in the proceedings would therefore fit well with the reason the United States sought the support of the United Nations – “to rally the world community’s support” and give “international sanction to what the United States would have done anyway.” In this particular instance, therefore, the interests of the United States and the UN secretary-general overlapped, and in this period Lie worked closely with the US delegation to coordinate the UN response.

75 NAN, PA-1407/D/L0030, Cordier to Gross, Sunde, Jebb, and Chauvel, 3 July 1950.
76 Security Council resolution 84, 7 July 1950.
77 Lie, In the Cause of Peace, p. 329.
The secretary-general’s active support for the American policies in Korea helped give legitimacy to the US-led intervention and ensure that it was a ‘UN’ response. In doing so, Lie would become the focal point of UN policies in Korea, and a symbol of the organisation’s unity in the face of North Korean aggression. This strengthened his position as ‘representing’ the United Nations, and provided the main motivation behind the General Assembly’s decision to extend Lie’s term in office in November 1950. Simultaneously, however, Lie’s actions completely destroyed his relationship with the Soviet Union, and even though he would serve as secretary-general until April 1953, he could not really function effectively in his job because of the Soviet boycott. The Soviet government also recognised that the secretary-general ‘represented’ the policies of the majority of the UN, yet because it disagreed with those polices, the logical conclusion was to also oppose the secretary-general. This illustrates how narrow a space the secretary-general had in which to operate as the Cold War hardened. Whatever he did, one or more of the superpowers were bound to disagree and resent him for trying to meddle in their affairs. Nevertheless, because of the importance of stopping North Korean aggression in contravention of the UN Charter, Lie would “consider [his] stand on Korea the best justified act of seven years in the service of peace.”

Conclusion

Despite the UN Charter’s minimal description of the secretary-general as the organisation’s ‘chief administrative officer,’ the secretary-general today plays an important political role. The secretary-general is an autonomous actor who is expected to have independent opinions and to act upon those opinions. Through his ‘good offices’ function, the secretary-general operates alongside the Security Council to fulfil the UN’s primary mission to maintain
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international peace and security.\textsuperscript{80} This expansion from an administrative to a political role started while Trygve Lie held the office during 1946 to 1953 in the early years of the Cold War.

Lie’s tenure in office saw the formation of important precedents for the role of the secretary-general and his relationship with the Security Council and the member states. In relation to the Iranian question in 1946, Lie secured recognition for the secretary-general’s right to address the Council on any matter under consideration by it. During discussions on Greece later the same year, he stated the secretary-general’s independent right of investigation, to which no state openly protested. The Berlin case of 1948-49 illustrated that the secretary-general can play an independent role as a mediator between states, that he can delegate his authority to special representatives, and also hinted at the beginnings of an alliance between the secretary-general and the world’s peoples to put pressure on states to fulfil the UN Charter’s principles. Lastly, the outbreak of the Korean War in 1950 saw Lie assign to himself the role of a coordinator of the UN’s response to the crisis. In pursuance of this goal he sought to coordinate communications between the member states and also drafted a Security Council resolution. Although Lie’s specific proposals in most of these cases were unsuccessful – the Security Council disagreed with his legal opinion on Iran, he never sent an investigative committee to Greece, states ignored his proposal for a currency committee for Berlin and resented his attempt to influence them through a public appeal, no UN coordination committee for Korea was established – the fact that states didn’t contest the secretary-general’s right to undertake such activities, established important precedents for the future. A form of ‘path dependency’ of ‘lock-in’ operates here.\textsuperscript{81} By accepting that the
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secretary-general could present his opinion on Iran, it was difficult to later prevent him presenting an opinion on Berlin.

This paper has argued that the secretary-general’s role expanded, i.e. acquired broader scope and more autonomy in political matters, under Lie. There are two reasons that help explain this expansion. The first factor is that Lie himself actively pushed to expand the secretary-general’s role. Like his successor Hammarskjöld, Lie held a broad view of the rights and responsibilities of the secretary-general, and sought every opportunity to inject his office into UN proceedings. By doing so, Lie was instrumental in securing recognition for a number of important precedents which served to expand the office of UN secretary-general.

The second factor which helps explain why the role of the UN secretary-general expanded in this period is the historical geopolitical context of the Cold War conflict. The United Nations had been founded on the assumption that the great powers – as the P5 – would continue to cooperate to keep the peace. Instead conflicts between them quickly put obstacles in the way of the Security Council’s work. But as one part of the UN froze, other actors within the UN were ‘pulled in’ to fill the vacuum left by Security Council inaction. During this period the General Assembly sought a work-around to the veto in the Security Council through setting up an Interim Committee and passing the ‘uniting for peace’ resolution. The secretary-general’s role too expanded to compensate for the failure of the Security Council. Faced with increasing conflict between East and West, states came to recognise the value of having an independent secretary-general who could talk to both sides. In this way the Cold War served to facilitate an expansion of the UN secretary-general’s office as he was pulled in to help fill the vacuum left by Security Council inaction.

Yet it would be wrong to say that the Cold War was a uniform blessing for the secretary-general. The Cold War necessitated a difficult balancing act for the secretary-general who wished to remain effective in his job. It highlighted the importance of an impartial secretary-general as a potential go-between between the two sides, yet this all-encompassing conflict also meant that in nearly every question the secretary-general was forced to choose sides and whoever he disagreed with would see him as biased. As Lie noted in his memoirs: “When he agrees with us, governments tend to feel, the Secretary-General is within his rights, and is a good fellow besides; when his views differ from ours he clearly is exceeding his authority, his reasoning is bad, and even his motives may be suspect.”83 Lie himself ultimately failed at this task, when he annoyed too many powerful states at the same time. Taking the consequence, Lie resigned from office in November 1952, becoming the only secretary-general who ever resigned from office, though not the only one to face pressure to do so. In April 1953 Lie welcomed his successor with the warning that he was taking on “the most impossible job in the world.”84 Indeed, with continuing inter- and intra-state conflict and an expanding agenda of social, economic, and environmental questions, the job facing Ban Ki-moon and his successor today has not become any easier over the intervening decades.
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